INTREPID’S

DISCOVERY &
DESIGN
PROCESS

100
APPS

INTREPID

+

+

7YEARS

+

130
EMPLOYEES

Founded in 2010, Intrepid is an end-to-end digital
product strategy, design, and development company
with offices in Cambridge, MA and Union Square,
NYC.
With expertise in product strategy, design thinking,
user-experience design/research, and impeccable
development for iOS, Android, Back-end, Web, and
embedded systems, we will help bring clarity to any
omni-channel product vision.
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THE MISSION

“

To build GREAT products at the intersection
of Technology & Humanity

”

DISCOVERY &
DESIGN
Whether you have the seed of a potentially

01

CONCEPTUALIZATION

02

BLUEPRINT

03

VISUALIZATION

04

ESTIMATION &
PRODUCT GUIDEBOOK

profound idea or detailed technical
specifications, Intrepid’s Discovery & Design
is a proprietary, accelerated and highly
collaborative engagement designed to bring
clarity to your mobile product concept.
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GOAL
Gain consensus around problem definition,
product concept, and catalog of functionality.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION

APPROACH
We will collaboratively ideate, and then focus
to form a strategy statement, product concept,
and visuals that capture the key aspects of
each platform.
From there, we will create more-detailed user
stories that describe the functionality of each
platform at launch.

DELIVERABLES
Strategy Statement, Product Concept,
User Stories
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01 - CONCEPTUALIZATION

1A

APP CONCEPT
Working Together to Align on a Concept
Articulation of all strategic input into a
big, bold, unique and relevant core
concept.

“Simple and intuitive live streaming experience
as the core functionality of the app.”
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01 - CONCEPTUALIZATION

THE PROBLEM
Write a script that identifies our key questions

1B

QUALITATIVE USER INTERVIEWS
Distilling the Pain Points
Intrepid will work with you to develop a
script that identifies the key pain points
that the app concept will solve. We’ll run
user interviews with our target audience
to see how we’re tracking.

ANALYSIS
Run qualitative user interviews with our target
demographic. These interviews enable us to learn
more about our user base, gather insight from
their comments, and determine whether the highlevel strategies we've developed are tracking well.

STRATEGY
The number of participants varies but we have
found a group of 6-10 usually is enough to
validate a direction.
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01 - CONCEPTUALIZATION

1C

USER STORIES
Documenting Desired Functionality
User stories are brief statements that
include the role of the user and the
activity they wish to perform, in the
context of some constraint.
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GOAL

02

BLUEPRINT

Organize functionality into coherent, intuitive
blueprint that serves as the structural foundation
for the product.

APPROACH
1. Focus – Functionality and user interactivity
2. Prioritize – Organize and hone feature set
3. Simplicity – Easy to understand and translate

DELIVERABLES
Product Flow, Wireframes
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LOGIN

ONBOARDING

02 - BLUEPRINT
PROFILE

LOGIN

Email, Name, Title, Photo, College/
Division, Department, Unit

Banner Authentication

ADMIN

2A

AGE

A High-Level View, or Map,
of the Product Interface

MY OPPORTUNITIES
Browse all opportunities specific to
this educator

Viewing all opportunity templates

Manage your opportunity templates
by editing. Admin can edit all
opportunity templates.

See a visualization of assigned
opportunities
Take action on opportunity instances

Create opportunity templates

CH/FILTER

MANAGE OPPORTUNITY
TEMPLATES

VIEW EXTERNAL
CLASSES/CO-OPS

Designers are able to validate the overall
flow of the product’s user interface and
provide a sense of scope.

(A course, activity, etc. NOT in the
system WITHOUT assigned
dimenstions.)

SEARCH/FILTER/SELECT

tunities based on
mension, degree of
.

EDU. STUDENT

MY OPPORTUNITIES

Product flows assemble user stories into
screens, serving as the initial visualization
of the entire user experience.
(A course, activity, etc. in the system
with assigned dimenstions.)

3rd party library allows user to learn
about the high-level features within
the experience

PRODUCT FLOW

BROWSE

VIEW
OPPORTUNITY TEMPLATES

EDUCATOR

ONBOARDING

View opportunities based on
department, name, opp type
etc.

(A course, activity, etc. in the system
with assigned dimenstions.)

CREATE NEW TEMPLATE

EDIT EXISTING

Create a completely new
opportunity template via the
opportunity builder

Edit all opportunities within
the opportunity builder

REMOVE

Delete opportunties that are
repeated, or unused, or out of date.

CREATE AN OPPORTUNITY
TEMPLATE OR AN INSTANCE

SELECT OPPORTUNITY
TEMPLATE

SELECT OPPORTUNITY
INSTANCE

(A course, activity, etc. in the system
with assigned dimenstions.)

Select a specific opportunity template or
instance you’d like to appoint a co-owner to

Select a specific opportunity template or
instance you’d like to appoint a co-owner to

CREATE NEW
OPPORTUNITY TEMPLATE

VIEW/EDIT OPPORTUNITY
TEMPLATE

VIEW/EDIT OPPORTUNITY
INSTANCE

Edit any properties of the template
desired

Edit any properties of the instance

Create a new opportunity
Incorporate the opportunity builder

All fields are optional

SELECT PRE-INSTANCE
Class section or co-op section from
external system

OPPORTUNITY TEMPLATE
PREVIEW
Review details of this opportunity
before copying

Create Instance by copying
details from template

All required fields must be filled

Create Instance by copying
details from another instance

Review dimensional aggregate

Create details from scratch

OPPORTUNITY INSTANCE
PREVIEW
REMOVE

OPPORTUNITY
TEMPLATE PAGE
Deep dive into all details of
opportunities you own.

EDIT COHORT
OPPORTUNITY
INSTANCE

OPPORTUNITY
BUILDER
Use opportunity builder to define
dimensions and details specific to
an opportunity

Select learners that fall within a
given opportunity instance

Review details of this opportunity
before copying

(A group of learners participating in
an opportunity during a given time
period.)

View opportunities you don’t own,
Admin only:
Can view
all
except
for instance
information.
opportunity/instance information

ADD

OPPORTUNITY
INSTANCE PAGE
Deep dive into all details of all
instances you own.

UPDATE

CREATE NEW
OPPORTUNITY
INSTANCE
Select learners that fall within a
given opportunity instance

EDIT

PUBLISH
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02 - BLUEPRINT

CS 101
Fall 2016

John Doe
j.doe@nu.edu

11/20/16
11/20/16 @ 8)26 AM

John DoeDASHBOARD

Did you learn what you expected to in this class?

EXCHANGES (3)

j.doe@nu.edu
11/20/16 @ 10)53 AM

SEARCH…

MY OPPS

No.

Fall 2016

Learner Name
APPROVAL
MANAGE
SETTINGS

2B

WIREFRAMES
A Low-Fidelity Visualization of the
Interface Design

email@nu.edu

23 Learners

Part of Opportunity: Opportunity Name
11/20/16 @ 10)54 AM

I’m sorry to hear that. Let me know why.

Learner Name
email@nu.edu

Responded to prompt
DESCRIPTION

11/20/16 @ 2)04 PM

This is an opportunity description about the opportunity that you are currently looking at. There is a lot of description for
Learner Name opportunities becauseThe
content
seems
too easy
even
for a beginners
class.
I would’ve
loved
to go here to further
there
is a lot
of details
to an
opportunity.
More
description
copy
would
email@nu.edu
hear
you
explain
more
about
certain
topics.
The
lectures
are
also
a
bit
dry.
I
describe the opportunity and add as much clarity for the user as possible. This is an opportunity
description about the
Responded to prompt
wanted
a
more
interactive
learning
experience.
opportunity that you are currently looking at. There is a lot of description for opportunities because there is a lot of
details to an opportunity. More description copy would go here to further describe the opportunity and add as much
Learner Name
email@nu.edu
clarity for the user as possible.
Fusce vehicula dolor
arc
11/20/16 @ 2)05 PM
Related
webpage: http://
ipsum…

Thanks for the feedback!
Learner Name
email@nu.edu

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Fusce vehicula dolor arc
ipsum…
This is

an opportunity description about the opportunity that you are currently looking at. There is a lot of description for
opportunities because there is a lot of details to an opportunity. More description copy would go here to further
Learner Name
describe the opportunity and add as much clarity for the user as possible. This is an opportunity description about the
email@nu.edu
Fusce vehicula dolor
arc
opportunity
that you are currently looking at.
ipsum…

Wireframes are the ‘backbone’ of an
interface’s design, providing the initial
structure upon which the product’s visual
design is based.

Learner Name
email@nu.edu

CREATOR

APPROVER

Fusce vehicula dolor arc
ipsum…

CS 101
Fall 2016
11/25/16

COLLABORATOR(S)
8/5/16 @ 8)26 AM

INSTANCE TIME FRAME

How much do you feel you have improved in your critical thinking skills
since you’ve taken this class?
INSTANCE VISIBILITY
TARGET AUDIENCE

8/5/16 @ 10)53 AM

Not a lot.

ENGAGEMENT LEVEL

LEARNER TIME INVESTED

FOUNDATIONAL MASTERIES
8/5/16 @ 10)54 AM

Thank you for the feedback.

Hide Details
Aggrogate ISLE Dimension Breakdown

ADD NEW QUESTION OR PROMPT

Dimension 1
Skill 1
Skill 2
Skill 3

Skill 4
Skill 5
Skill 6

Skill 7
Skill 8

Skill 4
Skill 5
Skill 6

Skill 7
Skill 8

Dimension 2
Skill 1
Skill 2
Skill 3

Dimension 3
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GOAL
Craft and define the polished, aesthetic attributes
of the product, where beauty = functionality.

03

VISUALIZATION

APPROACH
1. Inspiration
2. Exploration
3. Iteration

DELIVERABLES
Selected Moodboard, Visual Exploration, Mockups
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03 - VISUALIZATION

Mood Style 1

Baskerville Bold Italic

Mood Sty

Helvetica Neue Condensed Bold

12345

PAST

Helvetica Neue Medium 25
Helvetica Neue Light 15

Helvetica Neue Medium 25
Helvetica Neue Light 15

3A

MOODBOARDS
A Visual Representation of the Product’s
Future Look and Feel
Drawing from a spectrum of styles,
points of view, and languages, together
we’ll create a shared visual vocabulary
that feels right for the translation of your
brand, your product and your key users.

•

Aw

•

Clea

•

Co

Adjust the slider to answe

Less than 30 min

SEND RESPONSE
SIGN OUT

Sarah Simpson
Economics, 2018 est.

03 - VISUALIZATION

START OF CONVERSATION

Brad Cooper
Int’l Co-op Advisor

STUDENTS

Vincent Moreno
Psychology, 2017 est.

Hi! I’m your co-op advisor. Just wanted to introduce
myself and see how you are doing.

John Brown
Biology, 2018 est.

MESSAGES

OPPORTUNTIES

Jose Freeman
Graphic Design, 2017 est.

ANALYTICS

Nice to meet you! I’m still trying to figure out what
co-op to do.

Ethan Gutierrez
Chemistry, 2018 est.

Looking at your past experiences, I would
recommend one that is abroad. This one seeems to
be perfect for you.

Debra Curtis
Communications, 2016 est.

Roy Patterson
Journalism, 2016 est.
Sketch

Q: Are you learning what you expected
to learn in this class?

100%

1:17 PM

Create Opportunity

Options:

CANCEL

Samantha Schnorr
Linguistics, 2018 est.

Well

YES

NO

SENT JUST NOW

Live a balanced and fulfilling life.

To what extent did you engage in this
dimension?
Northeastern University © 2016

SEND

A little

3B

VISUAL EXPLORATION

Previous

Finish

The Defining Moment of Determining
How the Final Product Will Appear
Whether starting form scratch or
interpreting existing design standards,
we explore typography, color, and
iconography to create a range of
impactful visual treatments.

SARAH SIMPSON
Economics, Class of 2017

Professional & Personal
Effectiveness

You’ve attended:
Career Fair at NEU
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03 - VISUALIZATION

3C

MOCKUPS
Your App, In Full Color
We apply the visual style to core screens
of the app to give you a more holistic
sense for what your finished product will
look like.
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PRODUCT GUIDEBOOK
Key stakeholder-ready presentation outlining the
why, what and how of your product.

04

ROADMAP

ESTIMATE
An actionable, phased development estimate
informed by the concrete product idea.

CONFIDENCE & COMPREHENSION
Active and intimate participation of breathing
life into your product plus the experience of
working with a dynamic, passionate team of
mobile specialists.
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OUR DESIGN & DISCOVERY

DELIVERABLES

STRATEGY
STATEMENT

VISUAL DESIGN

DELIVERABLES FOR
DISCOVERY & DESIGN

PRODUCT

Intrepid will deliver the following items,
all at the utmost quality to assure the
most stable foundation on which to build.

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

FLOW

GUIDEBOOK

WIREFRAMES

DEVELOPMENT
ESTIMATE

CONCEPT

USER STORIES
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YOU TOOK THE TIME,

THANK YOU!

